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The life table is one of the most basic contents and important methods in 
the study of population. The basic thought of model life table is that first to 
divide a large amount of life tables which are drawn up with the actual data into 
several classifications by means of establishing the mathematics models; 
second to work out a series of more standard life tables, which is of extensive 
functions in population statistical analysis, population project and prediction 
and a kind of very useful information supplement to the rule of development of 
population study when people's statistics are incomplete and of greater errors.  
Death mode refers to distributing characteristic and tendency of death 
probability of population by age. It is a kind of method on the basis of statistics 
and in mathematics demography in study of the rule of development of the 
human life. The paper sums up and analyzes various kinds of method of death 
mode and studies differences of China’s regional death mode to lay the 
foundation for study of China's categorized model life tables with the death 
mathematics model of Brass. Data used for study comes from gather datum of 
China Fifth National Census in 2000, which includes surviving and death data 
of 2871 county districts in the whole country. The data foundation for studying 
of different modes of model life table is accomplished as follows: first is 
studying the death mode of life table on every county district and utilizing 
pattern-recognition method to recognize the parameter of death mode; second is 
utilizing the death mode parameter that are obtained by recognizing to assemble 















data foundation of studying model life table of different modes.   
After improving on the mathematics model of Coale model life table, the 
paper establishes new mathematics model, which is applied to classified life 
tables and recognize model parameter of model life table of all kinds of 
different life table colony to draw all sorts of mode arrays and finally set up the 
five sets of model life tables by sex. What’s more, on this basis, the 
mathematics model is applied to the software named “Population Data and 
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